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Introduction
– Global cargo security

• Large numbers of shipping containers entering the 
USA on a regular basis poses a significant security 
risk.

• One of the core mission of the U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection (CBP) is to pre-screen all containers 
at the port of departure.

• However, the containers are unprotected, especially 
the integrity of the containers while en-route; and 

• Inspecting every container at U.S. border is 
impractical.

Introduction

• Container Community Wireless Sensor 
Network (CC-WSN)
– The integrity of the containers are monitored.
– Smart containers are wirelessly linked to 

collaboratively watch each other.
– When an intrusion to a container is detected 

by sensors, the tampered container will report 
this event to its neighbors.

– The system itself is designed to be secure 
and intrusion resistant.



Related Work

• Wireless Sensor Network and Security
– WSNs have been widely used 

• from military battlefields to domestic venues.
– Usually, sensor nodes are spread over a 

region to track and monitor parameters of 
interest in the environment.

– There is a wide spectrum of threats to WSNs’
security;

• eavesdropping, spoofing, impersonation, and 
denial-of-service (DOS) attacks, etc.

Related Work - 2
• Information Dispersal Algorithm (IDA)

– CC-WSN uses an IDA to increase the 
redundancy of the information

– IDA is a special use of erasure codes a.k.a. 
forward error correction (FEC) codes

– The encoder of an IDA adds error correction 
codes into the original file/data and splits it 
into n segments

– During recovering, only k segments are 
needed to reconstruct the complete file/data, 
where k is smaller than n.



Related Work - 3
• JigDFS: A Secure Distributed File System

– Jigsaw Distributed File System (JigDFS) was 
designed to securely store and retrieve files 
on a P2P network anonymously.

– JigDFS uses an IDA to split a file into n
segments and deliver them onto nearby child 
nodes to provide a good level of fault 
tolerance.

– File and file segments are recursively 
encrypted using keys generated by a hashed-
key chain algorithm to provide not only 
security but also plausible deniability. 
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Methodology

• Intrusion Reporting in CC-WSN
– When an intrusion is detected, the intrusion event 

message will be split into n slices using an IDA 
and delivered to n different nearest neighbors 
along with the Message Identifier (MID) and Node 
Identifier (NID).

– During investigation, an investigator can easily 
reconstruct the original messages using the 
corresponding IDA decoder.

– Because of the characteristic of IDA, the original 
message can  be recovered as long as there are 
k uncorrupted slices left.



Methodolgy - 2

• Active Status Polling (ASP)
– It is possible that an attacker can block out one or more 

container nodes' communication connections.
– The ASP mechanism is used to prevent communication 

block  out.
– Each container node in CC-WSN will periodically poll 

nearby nodes for their status. 
• If no response or invalid response received, the 

polling node will file an abnormal activity event for 
the polled node.

– Each message (both queries and responses) are signed 
with sender’s private key to ensure authenticity.

– The private keys are pre-deployed during pre-screening at 
the port of origin. 



Methodology - 3

• Container Status Table (CST) in JigDFS
– Through Active Status Polling, a node can learn the status 

of nearby nodes.
– In CC-WSN, to further protect the event logs, the system 

keeps CST, a list of containers along with their status.
– The CST is stored in the secure distributed file system, 

JigDFS.
– Each container node in CC-WSN corresponds to a peer in 

JigDFS as in the P2P network on which JigDFS lies.
– The design of JigDFS makes it hard to trace the exact 

locations of all file segments and makes it difficult to 
destroy the CST completely.

Summary
• In this paper, we proposed deploying sensors and 

computing elements into cargo containers to 
monitor and ensure the integrity of containers.

• Container nodes are wirelessly linked to each 
other and work cooperatively to tackle attacks.

• CC-WSN uses IDA to increase information 
redundancy, but also to make it more difficult for 
the attacker to cover all nodes to hide his tracks.

• Furthermore, JigDFS, a secure distributed file 
system is used to store the table of containers 
along with their status to further harden the 
system.


